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Easy to install with z-clip 

Metal or wooden frame  
available in any size

Sustainably made in  
our Chicago factory

Guaranteed to last  
the life of the wall
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AT A GLANCE

Why Skyline Design? 

Experience! 

Skyline has been making glass products for over 40 years 

Transparency

Products are 3rd party tested for material transparency  

In-House Fabrication

Products are 100% made in USA, ensuring the highest quality  

Tight Color Tolerances

Skyline’s standard: Delta 0.5e (Industry standard: Delta 1.0)  

Precise & Consistent Paint Coverage 

Skyline uses a roll-coat machine (industry standard is 

spraying – less coverage, more waste)  

Crates Made To Order 

Shipped in custom wood crating to arrive in perfect condition 

Glassboard Colors 

Skyline has strived to perfect custom color matching – we are 

happy to match any color from your palette for the same price as 

choosing from our standard color set.

Glassboard Printing 

Skyline Design has honed its AST™ and FV™ digital printing 

processes over four decades, ensuring impeccable quality control 

and precise color matching. Choose from our library of designs or 

supply your own artwork.

Quick Ship Program 

White magnetic Define glassboard collection in five standard sizes 
(2x3, 3x4, 4x5, 46, 4x8) are available for quick ship or local pickup 

in just 3 days.

Government Purchasing Contracts  

Skyline Design glassboards can be purchased through national 

contracts: OMNIA, TIPS, and VHA IDIQ. Visit skydesign.com/

contracts to learn more and see an updated list of state contracts. 

Request a Sample  

  

             Have your project information ready and visit 

             skydesign.com/request-a-sample or call 

             773-278-4660 to speak with a glass expert.

Request a Quote  

  

             Have your project information ready and visit 

             skydesign.com/request-a-quote or call 

             773-278-4660 to speak with a glass expert.

Lead Times 

3 days / Quick Ship 

Define ™ frameless white glassboards in five 
standard sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 4’x5’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’.  

4 weeks  

Define ™ frameless glassboards in any 
solid color or size up to 6’ x 12’.    

6-8 weeks  

All glassboard products with printing, shapes, 

framing, and graphics in any size up to 6’ x 12’.

Additional Resources 

  

             For installation instructions, spec sheets, 

             drawings, LEED, and certifications, visit 
             skydesign.com/resources
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“Keeping everything under one roof 

allows us to perfect our processes, 

with a focus on customer experience 

and quality product.” 

Vipul Bhagat

President & CEO
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Made in Chicago with Vitro Starphire® low-iron tempered safety glass, our glassboards 

have a magnetic surface, require no assembly for easy installation, and have hidden 

hardware for a clean finished look. 

We prioritize environmentally friendly processes and materials to help protect the 

well-being of our employees, the end-user, and our shared planet. This commitment 

is reflected in our core building material, glass: which is chemically inert, has zero 

emissions, and is free from red-list materials. 

We work to create a seamless order process for customers, and our custom crating 

ensures that glass arrives perfectly intact.  

With close attention to quality control and streamlined vertical integration, we are 

proud to provide a single source for a variety of glass executions, all out of our 

Chicago facility.  

Interested in a tour? We love sharing what we do! Don’t hesitate to reach out to me 

directly at vipul@skydesign.com.

Vipul Bhagat

President & CEO

Celebrating over 40 years 

of Chicago-made glass products! 



Water-based, No-VOC Paints

Skyline’s proprietary Vitracolor roll-coating technique utilizes 

water-based paint. Specially developed for Skyline and 

produced within ten miles of our Chicago facility, our paint 

does not contain or emit VOCs. 

Recycling for Reduced Impact 

Undecorated glass breakage or waste contributes as 

cullet for new float glass. By also incorporating recycled 

materials like aluminum oxide and cullet into our production 

processes, we embrace a circular mindset.  

We’ve also invested in a state-of-the-art water centrifuge, 

efficiently cleaning and recycling water in our glass 

treatment processes.  

Quality Printing Processes

Skyline Design’s proprietary digital printing processes utilize 

the world’s most advanced equipment, always updated 

to provide the highest quality printing and color matching. 

Our FV™ process uses ceramic frit inks that are certified 

REACH-compliant, lead and cadmium free, and compatible 

with EU directive 2011/65/EU. Our AST™ process uses 

UV inks by Durst that are RoHS compliant and contain no 

heavy metals or other poisonous or corrosive substances. 

Eco-friendly Packaging Solutions

Custom-made wood crates are designed to fit each order 

precisely, and our packaging utilizes compostable packing 

peanuts, cardboard inserts, and recycled paper padding. 

Inclusivity and Community Partnerships

We are proud to have a workforce that reflects the 

diversity of our local community of Humboldt Park, 

Chicago. We believe in the importance of inclusivity 

and strive to create a welcoming and supportive 

environment for all members of our team.  

Skyline Design works with local nonprofits to promote 

social equity, including RefugeeOne and Heartland 

Alliance, which provide job placement opportunities in our 

factory and office for refugees who have fled war, terror, 

and persecution; Association House Chicago, which 

offers part-time, flexible work options for individuals with 

developmental disabilities; and Teamwork Englewood, a 

re-entry program for formerly incarcerated individuals.

Innovation is our driving force, supported by  

our twin pillars of quality and craftsmanship. 

CHOSE 

Skyline Design is proud to work with brands such as:



Collaborating with organizations  

working toward a greener future

We provide HPDs (Health Product Declarations) for our 

glassboard and decorative glass products. We use Vitro 

STARPHIRE® low-iron glass which is Cradle to Cradle 

certified with available EPDs (Environmental Product 

Declarations), and digitally print with REACH-certified inks.
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Vitracolor Dove Gray 14-05



DEFINE™  
GLASSBOARDS

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Sizes: Any size up to 6’ x 12’

Quick Ship Sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 4’x5’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’

Compatible with any type of marker

Frameless glassboards with a consistent, opaque 

back-coat tell a visual story of quality and lend a 

clean aesthetic to any workspace or classroom. 

Vitracolor Standard White 16-24

Size Diagram:



DEFINE SILK™  
GLASSBOARDS

Glass Type: 1/4” Silk Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Sizes: Any size up to 6’ x 12’

Compatible with dry-erase markers

Frameless glassboards with a non-glare matte 

surface and a consistent, opaque back-coat. 

The elegant silk glass reduces reflection to 
improve legibility from any angle in the workspace 

or classroom.

Vitracolor Standard White 16-24

Size Diagram:



DEFINE FRAME™  
GLASSBOARDS

A sturdy frame adds a polished finish to your 
magnetic glassboards. Frames come in brushed, 

white or black aluminum, or three premium  

wood finishes. 

Brushed Aluminum Maple

White Oak

Walnut

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Frame Depth: 5/8” from wall

Frame Material: Aluminum or Wood

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with backer, arrives fully assembled

Glass Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Sizes: Any size up to 6’ x 12’

White

Black
Frame Option: Brushed Aluminum

144”

72”

Size Diagram:

144”

72”

Frame Option: Walnut
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DEFINE ROUND™  
GLASSBOARDS

4’3’2’

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Sizes (Diameter): 2’, 3’, 4’

Compatible with any type of marker

Circlular glassboards bring a touch of sacred 

geometry to your workspace. Customize with color, 

pattern, gradient, or imagery. 

Size Diagram:

Vitracolor® Touch of Blue 20-03
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DEFINE CURVE™  
GLASSBOARDS

8’x 4’6’x 4’5’x 4’

4’x 4’

4’x 3’3’x 2’

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 4’x5’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’

Radius corners create a considered, modern 

appearance while providing a functional space for 

brainstorming, writing, and collaboration. 

Size Diagram:

Vitracolor® Red 20-05
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CAREBOARD™  
COMMUNICATION  
GLASSBOARDS

Align staff communicatio and enhance patient 

care in healthcare spaces. The naturally  

pathogen-resistant glass surface is easy to  

clean with standard healthcare cleaners.  

Simple, effective, and hygienic.

Choose from our design templates or customize  

with Skyline to meet the needs of your space. 

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Glass Corner: Square or rounded corners

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Sizes: 18” x 24”, 24” x 36”, or any size up to 72” x 144”

Compatible with any type of marker

Size Diagram:

18” x 24”

24” x 36”

18” x 24”

24” x 36”
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ORGANIZE™  
GLASSBOARDS

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Frame: Metal and wood frames available

Colors: Warm and cool neutrals, or match to any color

Sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 4’x5’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’

Designed by Suzanne Tick, Organize glassboards 

offer a selection of grid-based patterns to inspire 

design thinking and bring structure to your glass 

writing surface. 

Size Diagram:

Data Point Ledger Add On

Outbox Metric Sequence
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AFTERGLOW™  
GLASSBOARDS

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Glass surface is magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with adhered backer

Frame: Metal and wood frames available

Colors: 6 bold color options, or match to any color

Sizes: 2’x3’, 3’x4’, 4’x5’, 4’x6’, 4’x8’

Solar Aurora Blueshift

Helios Infrared Moonstone

Designed by Suzanne Tick, Afterglow glassboards 

feature a contemporary, bold accent stripe on a 

smooth, writable, glass surface. 

Size Diagram:
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VITRACOLOR®  
GLASS WALLS

Glass Type: 1/4” Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Available in magnetic or non-magnetic

Mounting: Z-clip with backer or direct adhere to wall

Colors: Match to any color

Graphics: Print any graphics, logos, and imagery

Sizes: Panel sizes up to 72” x 144”

Wall cladding with a uniform back-painted finish 
in any color. Made to measure for a wall-to-wall 

writeable glass surface. 

144”

72”

Size Diagram: Mounting Diagram:

Vitracolor Standard White 16-24
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MOSSA™ 4-WHEEL 
MOBILE BOARD

Glass Type: Low-iron tempered safety glass

Magnetic: Available in magnetic or non-magnetic

Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color

Graphics: Print any graphics, logos, and imagery

Assembly: Arrives fully assembled, just add casters

Size: 40” W x 73½” H x 24” D

A stable, writable glassboard on wheels that can 

easily move around the office or classroom. A room 
divider, inspiration board, or a surface to jot down 

your next big idea on the go. 

Frame Finishes:

Silver

White

Black
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MOSSA™ 3-WHEEL 
SPACE DIVIDER

More hygienic, sustainable 

& cost-effective than curtains

A safe and versatile solution for artful space division. 

Provides flexible privacy while helping create an easily 
cleanable, beautiful, calming environment. 

Glass Type: Low-iron tempered safety glass

Graphics: Print any graphics, logos, and imagery

Frame: Lightweight Alloy Aluminum

Frame Finish: White

Casters: Heavy-duty medical grade

Glass Colors: 16 standard colors or match to any color 

Size: 60” W x 60” H x 36” D
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ACCESSORIES Skyline Design’s glassboard accessories will help 

bring your creative ideas to life. They’re designed 

with rare earth magnets that work perfectly with your 

1/4” glassboard. 

Magnet Container 

Holds up to 8 traditional markers

Clings to magnetic glassboard

Eraser 

Traditional dry eraser

Markers

Set of 4 dry-erase markers

Tray 

12” metal rail

Permanently adheres to glass surface

Magnet Tray  

12” metal rail clings to glassboard with 

magnet non-slip grip

Magnet Eraser 

Dry eraser with 3 additional refills

Clings to magnetic glassboard

Black Magnet

Rare earth magnet with black cap

Board-Secure

2-pack of anti-bounce hardware

Steadies the glassboard when writing

Premium Kit

(1) Magnet Tray

(1) Magnet Eraser

(1) Marker 4-pack

(6) Black Magnet

Standard Kit

(1) Tray with tape

(1) Eraser

(1) Marker 4-pack

(6) Black Magnet
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